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The Invisible Man 
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Resource 3 

Top 10 Rules for Electric Safety 

To play it safe around your home, remember the rules for using electricity the right way. 

1. DON'T plug a bunch of stuff into one outlet or extension cord. It could damage the electrical 

system in your house or even cause a fire. 

 

2. DO make sure all electric cords are tucked out of the way. Pets might chew on electrical 

cords, and people might trip and fall. 

 

 

3. DON'T ever play near or on a green transformer box or climb the fence around an electrical 

substation. If a ball or pet gets inside the fence, ask an adult to call Alliant Energy or your 

electric company - they'll come and get it out for you. 

 

4. DON'T yank an electrical cord from the wall. Instead, pull from the plug. Pulling on a cord 

can damage the appliance, the plug or the outlet. 

 

 

5. DON'T fly anything like drones or kites near power lines or substations. A kite and its string 

may conduct electricity - sending it right through you to the ground. 

 

6. DO ask an adult for help when you need to use something that uses electricity. 

 

 

7. DO look up and look out for power lines before you climb a tree. The electricity can go right 

through the tree branch - and right through you. 

 

8. DO have an adult put safety caps on all unused electrical outlets. Covering outlets will also 

help save energy by stopping cold drafts. 

 

 

9. DO watch out for power lines when using a ladder, chainsaw or other outdoor equipment. 

 

10. DO keep electrical stuff away from water. Most electrical accidents around the house 

happen when people use electricity near water. 

 

Why Electricity is Dangerous 

Have you ever walked across a carpet and received a shock when you touched a doorknob or 

another person? What you felt was the shock of static electricity. 

But a real electric shock is a lot more painful and can be deadly. Here's what can happen: 

• Muscles tighten up, making it almost impossible to pull away from the circuit 

• Lungs constrict, making it hard to breathe 

• Heartbeat is interrupted and blood vessels tighten 

• Burns 

• Internal organ damage 

• Death 

It sounds scary, and it is, but if you remember the safety rules, you can use electricity without 

getting hurt. 
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Humans are Good Conductors 

The human body is a good conductor of electricity. That means electricity flows easily through 

our bodies. Why? Because electricity moves quickly through water - and the human body is 70 

percent water! 

Another fact to remember is that electricity always tries to find the easiest path to the ground. 

Overhead electric lines may cause serious injury or death if contacted. Maintain safe distances 

from electric lines at all times. Avoid using ladders, poles or other tools in situations where 

they may come in contact with overhead lines. Adults should call the electric company if they 

need to work near lines. 

Accidents happen quickly 

You might think that if you get shocked, you can pull away quickly and not get hurt. Electricity 

travels at the speed of light, 186,000 mile per second, so the effects of electricity can be felt 

immediately. A person has almost no chance of avoiding the shock. 

If the electricity is strong enough, muscles tighten so much that a person can't let go. 

Anyone who touches someone who is being shocked can become part of the circuit. That's why 

you should never grab anyone who's been shocked. 
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Resource 5 

 

Year 3 and 4 Common Exception Words. Correct the Spelling Mistakes 

 

The spelling mistAKes in these sentences HAVe been highlighted. Write the 

correct spelling for EACH highlighted word in the box. 

 

1. The three little pigs began to bild their houses. 

2. I can’t disside whether to have the pepperoni or ham pizza. 

3. My brother thought it was too earlie to get up for school. 

4. “Get into a groop of four,” said my teacher. 

5. Dad rode his bicickle to work. 

6. The letter did not have the right adress on it. 

7. Jane lives in the house oposite Harry. 

8. Ben thort it was time to go to bed. 

 

EACH sentence below HAS one word THAT is incorrect. Write the correct 

spelling of the word in the box. 

 

1. Lily’s birthday is in Februry. 

2. The doctor gave the girl some medicin to make her feel better. 

3. The class really enjoyed the science experimint. 

4. What hight is Dad compared to Mike? 

5. 100 years is the same as a sentuary. 

6. That scarf is diferent to that one! 

7. Kim went to the librarie and got four books out. 

8. It’s not posible. 
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Resource 6 

 

Famous Fruit Artwork 

There are many pieces of artwork by famous artists which are still-life paintings. Many are of 

fruit. Some famous artists are Carvaggio, Cezanne and Picasso. Task: Create your own fruit 

artwork. You could use paint, crayons, create a pencil sketch or any other media you wish. 

 

 

 
Basket full of fruit by Carvaggio                  Still life with apples, quinces and 

                                                                  pears by Paul Cezanne 

 

           Pears and Eggs by Stuart Dunkel                   Fruit bowl with fruit by Pablo   

                                                                                              Picasso 
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Resource 9 

Fruit Animals 

 

    

 

 


